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Craft is an elegant HTML5 and CSS3 theme
for WordPress. Craft is a clean, intuitive,

responsive, and developer-friendly design for
websites. Craft features include: drag-and-
drop page builders, a well-organized and

clear structure, home page sliders, and the
option to use any WordPress plugin or child
theme. The theme is fully responsive and

can be customized and enhanced easily. Let
them know how confident you are in your

skills with this free WordPress resume
template. This modern & attractive resume

provides all your information in one place. All
of your information such as contact

information, resume, courses, and skills are
neatly organized. You can choose the colors
to suit your needs. Resume Cloud is a simple
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HTML5 resume template. It has a clean and
modern design with great typography and

icon fonts. It comes with a plethora of
customization options, so you can

personalize this template for your use.
Starter is a fully responsive HTML5, CSS3

and Bootstrap template for agencies, small
businesses, and designers. A professional

starter website template packed with
features such as a custom 404 page,

simplified contact forms, multiple demo
pages, and a theme options panel. A clean,

bold, and modern resume HTML5/CSS3
template for professionals. It has a colorful

design, custom typography, a dark and light
color scheme, and retina display support! It
comes with some great features, such as

custom contact form, custom 404, simplified
navigation, 3 different color styles, and

more. The all new Custom Resume
HTML5/CSS3 template is available now. It's

our take on the classic resume design we've
always loved and is the perfect template for
anyone looking to make a statement on their
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portfolio website. It has been carefully
crafted to be fully responsive, mobile

friendly, easy to customize, and packed with
dozens of great features and design

elements you won't find anywhere else.
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Create a professional and attractive resume
with this simple and clean design. This
modern resume and portfolio template

allows you to add a logo, social media links,
and custom icons. You can choose from 6

different color schemes: black, white, blue,
grey, red, and green. Great for designers,
developers, and startups. Debutante is a

premium, full-featured, and mobile-friendly
one-page HTML template that can help you

build your career. This multi-functional
template will come in handy as a resume,
portfolio, portfolio, cover letter, vCard, and

CV. Tricorder is a clean, versatile, and
modern minimalist responsive HTML

template which is ideal for both individuals
and businesses. With a sleek and minimalist
design, this template is ideal for people who
are starting their own business, individuals

who need a one page website, or those
looking for a clean, intuitive, and modern-
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looking one page website design that
displays well on all devices. Cross is a multi-

purpose, fully responsive HTML5 website
template, suitable for all types of websites.
This is a great web template for people who

are building portfolios, showcasing
companies, or selling a product or service.

Corinthian is a full-featured responsive HTML
template with a modern design and clean

aesthetic, suitable for all kinds of businesses.
In addition to its clean modern aesthetics,

the template also offers a comprehensive set
of features that you will need for a strong
website, such as 10 different typefaces, 6

social networks, 4 blog pages, portfolio
slider, and multiple widgets. 5ec8ef588b
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